INTRODUCTION.
A dule is seml-perfect iff every factor module has a projective [3] . Following Kasch [3] we call a module semi-perfect Iff every factor module has a projective cover. Kasch [3] PROOF.
(1) and tle "If" part of (2) 
F-SEMI-PERFECT MODULES.
Extending a definition of Jansen [4] we will call a finitely generated module F-semi-perfect iff every factor module by a finitely generated submodule has a projective cover. We will call a module semi-supplemented iff every finitely generated submodule has a supplement, with a corresondlng definition for amply semi- supplemented. With these definitions we have:
THEOREM 2. For any finitely generated module M the following statements are equivalent:
(I) M is a F-seml-perfect module.
(2) M is amply semi-supplemented by finitely generated supplements which have projective covers.
(3) M Is seml-supplemented by finitely generated supplements which have projective covers.
PROOF. The proof is an easy modification of the proof of the preceedlng Theorem.
